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LAND USE AND

SCENARIO PLANNING



The scenario planning portion of this project was completed using CommunityViz 4.1. CommunityViz 4.1 is
an ArcGIS dependent software the helps analyze the carrying capacity/build out potential and suitability of the
study area. Using these two processes, the project team was then able to allocate interim horizon years of
population and employment data among the TAZs in the study area. These three modeling steps are
described in more detail below.

Carrying Capacity Analysis

An internal script was run in CommunityViz® to remove areas deemed highly-constrained for development
before allocating future development to the study area.  A site efficiency factor (80 - 90%) was also applied to
vacant parcels greater than 20 acres in size to account for land typically dedicated to on-site improvements
(e.g., internal streets, utility easements, storm water management, and open space) necessitated by new
development.

The remaining portion(s) of a parcel after removal of highly-constrained areas for development and the
allowance for on-site infrastructure (if applicable) was used to enumerate build-out potential for developable
parcels within the study area in the sub-region models.

The following features were considered for inclusion in the carrying capacity analysis for this study:

Water bodies
Wetlands
State and local parks
National parks
Conservation easements
Floodways
State agriculture / forestry districts
River Overlay Protection Districts

Once the constraints were removed from the parcel, a build-out analysis was conducted. For all parcels that
were undeveloped (or under developed) the appropriate land use controls by place type were applied. For
example, an estate density residential area generated less potential future households than an area of the
same size coded for more intense mixed use style development. Using the place types, and the associated
densities and intensities of each, the model was able to generate a potential supply of new households and
non residential square footage. This supply was used to accurately and realistically predict the areas which
could support the most new growth through 2040.

Land Suitability Analysis

Land suitability analysis (LSA) was run in CommunityViz® to identify those locations most appropriate for
development based on known physical features or policies unique to a study area.   Physical features in and
immediately surrounding the study area in each sub-region model were layered on a parcel map and
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calculations performed to determine either percent overlap or proximity of features to individual parcels.  A
normalized scale (between 0 and 100) will be used to rank the parcels from least to most suitable for
development.  Some factors had a positive correlation with suitability scores while other factors had a
negative correlation.

The following candidate factors were considered for inclusion in the land suitability analysis for this study:

City boundaries
Presence of prime agriculture soils (overlap / negative)
Access to water service (distance / positive)
Access to sewer service (distance / positive)
Proximity tointerchanges (distance / positive)
Proximity to Rail Service (distance / positive)
Presence of environmental features (overlap / negative)
Land values (value / positive or negative)
Proximity to existing urban/suburban centers (distance / positive)
Quality-of-life / Walkscore (value / positive)
Congested corridors (distance / positive or negative)
Proximity to airport (distance / positive)
Proximity to employment centers (distance / positive)
Proximity to retail centers (distance / positive)
Perception of public school system (value / positive)

The list of factors was held constant for both the Base model and the Centers and Corridors model.

Allocation

Using the suitability scores and build out potential, the model then used a probability allocation method to
place growth for the 2010, 2015, 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2040 horizon years. Growth was placed in parcels
with available supply (households, non residential square footage) that had the highest suitability scores first.
As these parcels were filled up, parcels with lower suitability scores received growth. Once allocation was
complete, the information was aggregated into the TAZ level for inclusion in the travel demand model.
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IMAGINE 2035 Place Type Palette

Background
In September 2009, the Memphis Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(MPO) began IMAGINE 2035: Midsouth Transportation + Land Use Plan, a 
regional visioning and scenario planning process. IMAGINE 2035 provides 
residents, business leaders, and elected officials throughout Shelby, Fayette, 
and Desoto Counties the opportunity to explore and debate regional growth 
visions, their trade-offs, and alternative futures. Scenario planning is being 
used throughout the planning process to identify regional goals and 
community values, as well as explore alternatives for growth, development, 
and transportation investment in the region.

The study area for IMAGINE 2035 is the same as the area covered by the 

Physical features associated with a single development and the interaction 
between different place types within the region all contribute significantly 
to the inherent relationships between land use, urban design, travel 
behavior, environmental stewardship, and quality-of-life discussed in 
IMAGINE 2035.

Putting places types into categories allows the region’s consistency to be 
measured, and identifies what is typically a natural progression from rural 
to suburban to urban.  Physical attributes that reinforce sense of place are 
traditionally regulated through a community’s comprehensive plan, zoning 
ordinance, subdivision ordinance, engineering specifications, or architecture 
design standards.The study area for IMAGINE 2035 is the same as the area covered by the 

Memphis MPO, which includes all of Shelby County, Tennessee, the four 
westernmost miles of Fayette County, Tennessee, and the ten northernmost 
miles of Desoto County, Mississippi.

The results of the IMAGINE 2035 process will be used in developing the 
Memphis MPO’s next Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), scheduled to 
be completed and adopted in February 2012.

What Makes a Place?
Every place leaves an impression on those who live, work, or visit in it.  This 
impression is referred to as “sense of place”, which captures the unique 
combination of land uses, development patterns, or design elements that 
define a place and give it distinct identity. 

Development size, density, land use mix, and visual qualities (e.g., building 
architecture, parking configuration, open space, or streetscape) all contribute 
to an area’s sense of place.

design standards.
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Place Typology
Many cities and counties throughout the country are switching from 
conventional land use designations to place types when developing their 
growth strategies.  This is driven by a renewed interest in the 
interrelationship between land use and urban design for creating unique 
places.  Generalized development characteristics used to describe different 
place types may include: land use pattern (e.g., mixed or stand-alone uses), 
residential density, non-residential intensity, prevailing building height, open 
space elements, block size, parking configuration, or street pattern. Equal 
emphasis on land use and urban design in the place type descriptions guides 
decisions about growth and development, land preservation, resource 
protection, viable transportation service, and the provision of community 

Place types are not meant to be synonymous with zoning districts, nor 
should they be thought to replace rules or requirements in locally-adopted 
comprehensive plans or supporting ordinances.  However, information 
presented for the place types is available as a resource to local 
governments contemplating future updates to their visionary documents or 
land development controls supportive of IMAGINE 2035.

Place Type Palette
A place type palette was created for IMAGINE 2035 to identify and 
describe different development patterns, types, and intensities prevalent in 
the region.  Other place types were added to the palette to represent protection, viable transportation service, and the provision of community 

facilities and services.
the region.  Other place types were added to the palette to represent 
emerging development themes or concepts popular in the region (e.g., 
transit-oriented development, traditional neighborhood development, or 
conservation-based subdivisions).

The intent of the palette is to include a full range of place types that 
people will use when devising their plan of the most livable region.   It is 
not intended to include every specific place type that exists in the region or 
to include place types that differ so slightly that they do represent 
significant differences.

Place types created for IMAGINE 2035 include: open space, agriculture, 
rural residential, rural cross roads, estate residential, mobile home 
community, suburban single-family neighborhood, suburban mixed-housing 
neighborhood, urban neighborhood, suburban commercial center, business 
center, industrial and warehouse, mixed-use center, historic town center, 
urban downtown, institutional campus, medical campus, and airport.   
Detailed descriptions for all eighteen place types are provided on the 
following pages.
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Place Type Assignments
Place types were assigned to parcels in the region using locally-adopted 
comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances, aerial photography, and 
windshield surveys.  Information was verified with member jurisdictions 
through a series of ‘road show’ meetings held throughout the region.  
General development characteristics associated with each place type (e.g., 
residential density, non-residential intensity, prevailing height, etc.) were 
calibrated to conditions in each member jurisdiction using locally-adopted 
land development controls and observed market trends.

Place Type Descriptions
Information for place types in IMAGINE 2035 is summarized on individual 

Context Map
The context map highlights the intensity and distribution of each place type 
in the region.  Participants in the planning process should use the context 
maps to associate place types with known destinations in member 
jurisdictions and/or visit these areas to experience first-hand their sense of 
place.

Form & Pattern Table
The form and pattern table inventories generalized development 
characteristics for each place type.  Physical features noted in the form & 
pattern table include: general development pattern, residential density, 
residential intensity, prevailing building height, open space elements, street 

Information for place types in IMAGINE 2035 is summarized on individual 
sheets using five general headings: character and intent, land use 
considerations, precedent photos, context map, and place-making qualities.  
More information on the general headings is provided below.      

Character & Intent
The character & intent description provides a narrative summary of how the 
place type looks and functions.  It highlights how land is organized and 
inventories design elements important to reinforcing sense of place.  

Land Use Considerations
Primary and secondary land use considerations accompany each place 
type.  These lists help set expectations for each place type; however, they 
are not meant to be an exhaustive list of all permitted or conditional uses 
that should ultimately accompany the category.  

Precedent Photos
Precedent photos provide visual examples of each place type in the region.  
A general location in the region is provided for each precedent photo so that 
participants in the planning process may associate place types with known 
destinations in member jurisdictions. 

residential intensity, prevailing building height, open space elements, street 
pattern, typical street spacing, street connectivity, and typical street cross 
section.  Information in the table should be useful to local decision-makers 
as they implement height, bulk, and density standards important to 
reinforcing sense of place.
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Open Space
Character & Intent

Open Space areas primarily include active and passive land dedicated 
for permanent conservation. These areas are generally undisturbed and 
have been protected from development by local, state, or federal 
agencies or by public, private, and nonprofit organizations.  Open Space 
areas can also include land that is unbuildable due to environmental 
constraints or unique physical characteristics.

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

parks, greenways, floodway and easements

Form & Pattern

Secondary Land Uses

parks, greenways, floodway and easements

golf course, cemeteries 

Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.  The following 
characteristics are associated with Open Space:

General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern N/A

Non-Residential Intensity N/A Street Connectivity Low

Prevailing Building Height N/A Typical Street Cross Section Rural Condition

Open Space Elements
Protected Natural Areas / 

Greenways /

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing N/AN/A 
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Character & Intent

Rural Residential areas typically have large parcels or tracts of 
land, abundant open space, scenic views, and lots of space between 
buildings. Rural Residential areas were not usually built as part of a 
subdivision, so the arrangement of homes and streets do not typically 
follow a uniform pattern or grid. 

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

single-family detached housing units, hobby farms

Rural Residential

Form & Pattern

Secondary Land Uses

civic and institutional uses,  parks, and open space

Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type. The following characteristics 
are associated with Rural Residential areas:

General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern Curvilinear

Non-Residential Intensity NA Street Connectivity Low

Prevailing Building Height 1-2 stories Typical Street Cross Section Rural Condition

Open Space Elements
Protected Natural Areas / 

Greenways / Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 2,500 - 5,000 ft.0.07-0.15 D.U./Acre
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Character & Intent

A Rural Crossroads area represents a small node of commercial activity 
in a rural community. These areas are often located at the intersection of 
two rural highways or major roads.  Small-scale businesses, such as gas 
stations, restaurants, convenience, grocery, hardware or other retail stores 
serve some of the daily needs of the surrounding rural population. 

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

small scale commercial such as gas 
stations, restaurants, convenience stores, and limited retail

Rural Crossroads

Form & Pattern

Secondary Land Uses

stations, restaurants, convenience stores, and limited retail

local civic and institutional uses, limited office and industrial uses

Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following characteristics 
are associated with Rural Crossroads:

General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern Curvilinear

Non-Residential Intensity 0.14 FAR Street Connectivity Low

Prevailing Building Height 1-2 stories Typical Street Cross Section Rural Condition

Open Space Elements
Protected Natural Areas / 

Greenways / Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 2,500 - 5,000 ft.0.27 D.U./Acre
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Character & Intent

Agricultural areas are being used for commercial agriculture or forestry 
activities, including cultivated farmland, timber harvest, livestock, or 
woodlands.  These areas often include the primary residence of the 
property owner and any out-buildings associated with activities of a 
working farm or agribusiness.

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

commercial agriculture or forestry activities, working farms with 
single-family residence

Agricultural

Form & Pattern

Secondary Land Uses

single-family residence

limited civic and institutional uses,  parks, and open space

Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following characteristics 
are associated with Agricultural:

General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern Curvilinear

Non-Residential Intensity NA Street Connectivity Low

Prevailing Building Height 1-2 stories Typical Street Cross Section Rural Condition

Open Space Elements
Protected Natural Areas / 

Greenways / Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 2,500 - 5,000 ft.0.00 D.U./Acre
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Character & Intent

Estate Residential  areas contain a large home on a large lot. These 
areas typically have very low density and are often rural in character. 
Buildings are usually set back from the main roads and can be buffered 
from surrounding development by landscaping or wooded areas.  

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

single-family detached homes

Estate Residential

Form & Pattern

Secondary Land Uses

civic and institutional uses, parks and open space

single-family detached homes

Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
characteristics are associated with Estate Residential:

General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern Curvilinear

Non-Residential Intensity N/A Street Connectivity Low

Prevailing Building Height 2 stories Typical Street Cross Section Rural Condition

Open Space Elements
Protected Natural Areas / 

Greenways / Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 1,500 - 3,000 ft.0.15- 0.65 D.U./ Acre
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Character & Intent

Mobile Home Communities usually have single-wide and double-wide 
mobile homes on individual lots. The mobile homes are located on land 
that is owned and managed by a single company. 

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

Secondary Land Uses

single wide mobile homes and double wide mobile homes

Mobile Home Community

Form & Pattern

Secondary Land Uses

neighborhood-serving amenities (pools, playgrounds), parks and open space

Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
characteristics are associated with a Mobile Home Community:

General Development Pattern Mobile Home Park Street Pattern Varied

Non-Residential Intensity N/A Street Connectivity Low

Prevailing Building Height 1 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban or Rural Condition

Open Space Elements
Neighborhood Parks / 

Greenways / Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing N/A6.92 D.U/ Acre
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Character & Intent

Suburban Single-Family Neighborhoods are usually created as 
subdivisions. Houses and lots are of a similar design and size. Houses 
within the subdivision are usually facing an internal network of roads. 
Landscaping or open space can often be found along the edges of the 
subdivision to help act as a buffer and provide some privacy. Suburban 
Single-Family Neighborhoods are located outside of denser urban areas 
and are often found near Suburban Commercial areas and Business 
Centers. 

Land Use Considerations
Primary Land Uses

single-family detached housing units

Suburban Single-Family Neighborhood

Secondary Land Uses

single-family detached housing units

civic and institutional uses (schools and churches,) neighborhood-serving 
amenities (pools, playgrounds), parks and open space

Form & PatternExample Photos
Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form 
and pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
place-making qualities are associated with a Suburban Single-Family 
Neighborhood:
General Development Pattern Low Density Uses Street Pattern Modified Grid

2.63 D.U/Acre

Non-Residential Intensity N/A 

Prevailing Building Height 1 - 2 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements
Neighborhood Parks / 

Greenways / Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 1,000 – 1,300 ft.
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Suburban Mixed-Housing Neighborhoods are made up of a variety of 
housing types including detached and attached single-family 
units, duplexes, townhomes and condominiums. Buildings are usually 
facing an internal network of roads with landscaping or open space 
along the edges of the developments to act as a buffer.  These areas are 
often found near Suburban Commercial areas and Business Centers.

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

single-family attached housing 

Character & Intent

Suburban Mixed-Housing Neighborhood

Secondary Land Uses

single-family attached housing 
units,  townhomes, duplexes, apartments, condominiums, and senior housing

civic and institutional uses (schools and churches,) neighborhood serving 
amenities (pools, playgrounds), parks and open space

Form & PatternExample Photos
Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form 
and pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
place-making qualities are associated with a Suburban Mixed-Housing 
Neighborhood:
General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern Modified Grid

4.68-11.04 D.U/Acre

Non-Residential Intensity N/A Street Connectivity Medium

Prevailing Building Height 1 - 4 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements
Neighborhood Parks / 

Greenways / Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 650 – 1,300 ft.
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Urban neighborhoods consist of moderate- to high-density housing and 
some neighborhood serving retail.  Urban neighborhoods are relatively 
compact, and usually contain a mix of housing types including single-
family detached and attached homes, townhomes, condominiums, and 
apartments.  Buildings are generally close to and facing the street. The 
design and scale of development in an urban neighborhood encourages 
active living, with a connected network of walkable streets. 

Character & Intent

Land Use Considerations
Primary Land Uses

single-family detached housing units,  townhomes, duplexes, apartments, and 
condominiums

Urban Neighborhood

Secondary Land Uses

condominiums

civic and institutional uses, parks and open space, limited 
neighborhood serving businesses

Form & Pattern

Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form 
and pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
place-making qualities are associated with Urban Neighborhoods:

General Development Pattern Mixed Uses Street Pattern Grid

1.29 -5.37 D.U./Acre

Non-Residential Intensity 0.89 FAR Street Connectivity High

Prevailing Building Height 1-6 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements
Neighborhood Parks / Greenways 

/ Stream Corridors

Typical Street Spacing 650 - 1,300 ft.Residential Density
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Suburban Commercial areas serve the daily needs of surrounding 
suburban residential neighborhoods.  These areas are usually located 
near busy roads and key intersections. These areas are accessible 
primarily by automobile.  Buildings are typically set back from the road 
behind large surface parking lots, with little or no connectivity between 
adjacent businesses. Common types of Suburban Commercial areas 
include strip commercial centers with multiple tenants and “big box” retail 
stores.  

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

Character & Intent

Suburban Commercial

general commercial services, restaurant, multi-tenant commercial, big box 
commercial, hotel, and professional office

Primary Land Uses

Secondary Land Uses

civic and institutional uses, parks, and open space

Form & PatternExample Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
characteristics are associated with Suburban Commercial centers:

General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern Varied

Residential Density 0.00 - 0.49 D.U./Acre Typical Street Spacing 1,200 - 1,500 ft.

Non-Residential Intensity 0.16 - 0.24 FAR Street Connectivity N/A

Prevailing Building Height 1-2 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements Required Open Space
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Business Centers are areas where large numbers of people work in an 
office or other professional setting. They typically locate near major 
roads and highways. Types of business that support or serve one another 
often locate in the same Business Center.  Business Centers may include 
office parks, corporate centers, or technology centers.  

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

professional office, research and development, corporate centers, and 
technology centers

Character & Intent

Business Center

Secondary Land Uses

technology centers

commercial (primarily serving the business park), civic and institutional 
uses, parks and open space

Form & Pattern
Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form 
and pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
characteristics are associated with a Business Center:

General Development Pattern Isolated Uses Street Pattern Modified Grid

Residential Density N/A Typical Street Spacing 750 - 1,000 ft.

Non-Residential Intensity 0.22 FAR Street Connectivity Medium

Prevailing Building Height 1-6 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements Pocket Parks / Stream Corridors
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restaurants, community-serving commercial, professional offices, live/work 
units, and civic and institutional uses

Historic Town Centers are places of economic, entertainment, and civic 
activity for smaller towns and communities. Buildings in the Historic Town 
Center can be 2 or more stories high, contains a mix of uses , and can 
feature residential units above ground floor retail.  Historic Town Center 
areas can also consist of compatible new development  that is adjacent 
or near the original historic district of a community.

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

Character & Intent

Historic Town Center

Secondary Land Uses

townhomes, apartments, senior housing, community buildings, and public spaces

Form & PatternExample Photos
Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form 
and pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
characteristics are associated with a Historic Town Center:

General Development Pattern Mixed Uses Street Pattern Grid

0.29 – 0.55 D.U./Acre

Non-Residential Intensity 0.59 – 0.69 FAR Street Connectivity High

Prevailing Building Height 1-2  stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements
Community Parks / Public Spaces 

/ Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 550 - 650 ft.
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The Urban Downtown has traditionally served as the commercial and 
cultural heart of the region.  It is the hub of 
employment, shopping, entertainment, civic, and cultural activities, with a 
mix of housing types and quality of life amenities.  As a magnet to 
surrounding towns and neighborhoods, the Urban Downtown becomes the 
iconic symbol of the region, starting with historic buildings and a 
traditional grid street network.  The compact, walkable environment and 
mix of uses support multiple modes of transportation.

Character & Intent

Land Use Considerations
Primary Land Uses

Urban Downtown

Primary Land Uses

Secondary Land Uses

condominiums, apartments, restaurants, commercial, professional 
offices, live/work/shops units, museums and libraries, and government buildings

civic and institutional uses, parks and open spaces

Form & PatternExample Photos
Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form 
and pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
place-making qualities are associated with an Urban Downtown:

General Development Pattern Mixed Uses Street Pattern Grid

17.32 D.U./Acre

Non-Residential Intensity 5.81 FAR Street Connectivity High

Prevailing Building Height 2- 6  stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements
Neighborhood Parks / Greenways 

/ Stream Corridors

Typical Street Spacing 300 - 500 ft.Residential Density
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Industrial and Warehouse centers provide basic jobs and keep people in 
the area during normal work hours.  They typically locate near major 
roads, highways, and railways. These areas may include industrial 
parks, manufacturing  centers, warehouse and distribution centers and 
assembly operations.  These areas are often buffered from surrounding 
development by transitional uses or landscaped areas that shield the 
view of structures, loading docks, or outdoor storage from nearby 
properties and roads.  

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

light and heavy industrial, warehouse, manufacturing, intermodal facilities for 

Character & Intent

Industrial and Warehouse

Secondary Land Uses

light and heavy industrial, warehouse, manufacturing, intermodal facilities for 
freight, truck terminals, logistics and assembly operations

outdoor storage, civic and institutional uses, parks and open space, and 
limited commercial

Form & Pattern
Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type. The following characteristics are 
associated with Industrial and Warehouse areas:

General Development Pattern Isolated  Uses Street Pattern Modified Grid

Residential Density N/A Typical Street Spacing 1,000 - 1,500 ft.

Non-Residential Intensity 0.34 FAR Street Connectivity Medium

Prevailing Building Height 1-2 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements Small Parks / Stream Corridors
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Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

mega churches, school complexes, college and university campuses, correctional 

Character & Intent

Institutional Campus

Institutional Campuses include large churches, school complexes, and 
college campuses.  These areas are often separated from the 
surrounding neighborhoods by major roads. Through traffic is 
discouraged to provide a pedestrian environment for the campus 
users. Parking is often  provided for with large surface parking lots at 
the edge or periphery of a site. Institutional Campuses may contain 
additional uses such as sport complexes, dinning facilities, dorms or 
student housing.

Secondary Land Uses

mega churches, school complexes, college and university campuses, correctional 
facilities 

park and recreation facilities, cultural center, and community meeting rooms 

Form & Pattern
Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following characteristics 
are associated with an Institutional Campus:

General Development Pattern Mixed Uses Street Pattern N/A

Residential Density 8.22 D.U./Acre Typical Street Spacing 600 - 1,500 ft.

Non-Residential Intensity 0.26 – 1.02 FAR Street Connectivity N/A

Prevailing Building Height 1-4 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements
Stream Corridors / Athletic Fields 

/ Playground
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A Medical Campus includes hospitals, office buildings, administrative 
offices and other supporting infrastructure related to healthcare services. 
These areas are accessible primarily by automobile.  Buildings are 
typically set back from the road behind large surface parking lots, with 
internal roads and drives and wide buffers from surrounding uses.

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

Secondary Land Uses

Hospital, medical offices, research institute, clinics, rehabilitation centers

Character & Intent

Medical Campus

Secondary Land Uses

park and recreation facilities, cultural center, and community meeting rooms 

Form & Pattern
Example Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following characteristics 
are associated with a Medical Campus:

General Development Pattern Isolated  Uses Street Pattern N/A

Residential Density 4.84 D.U./Acre Typical Street Spacing 1,200 - 1,500 ft.

Non-Residential Intensity 0.85 FAR Street Connectivity N/A

Prevailing Building Height 1-6 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements Required Open Space
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Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

Character & Intent

Airport

The Memphis International Airport is the major airport in the 
region, serving 10 million passengers a year. The airport is also the #1 
cargo airport in the world, with massive amounts of packages moving 
through each night. The airport area is characterized by airport activities 
including flight schools, parking lots and garages, warehouse, and 
shipping uses.

Several  smaller general aviation airports also exist across the region. 
These general aviation airports tend to serve smaller private aircraft. 
These airport areas usually contain airport activities, and flight schools.

Primary Land Uses

Secondary Land Uses

airport activities, flight school, warehouse, and shipping 

light and heavy industrial, professional office (highly dependent on air 
travel), and general commercial uses serving airport activities  

Form & PatternExample Photos
Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
characteristics are associated with an Airport area:

General Development Pattern Mixed Uses Street Pattern Modified Grid

N/A

Non-Residential Intensity 0.07 FAR Street Connectivity High

Prevailing Building Height 1 - 3 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements Public Spaces 

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 600 -1500 ft.
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A Mixed-Use Center offers residents the ability to live, shop, work, and 
play in one community.  They are places of economic, entertainment, and 
community activity with buildings usually 2 or more stories high, and can 
have multiple uses within a single building. The design and scale of the 
development encourages active living, with a comprehensive and 
interconnected network of walkable streets. 

Land Use Considerations

Primary Land Uses

single-family detached housing units, townhomes, apartments, senior 
housing, restaurants, neighborhood-serving commercial, retail, professional 
office, and live/work/shop units

Character & Intent

Mixed-Use Center

Secondary Land Uses

office, and live/work/shop units

civic and institutional uses, parks, open space, and other public spaces

Form & PatternExample Photos

Form & pattern refers to the design and arrangement of 
buildings, streets, landscaping, and other elements on the site.  Together, form and 
pattern reinforce the intent of the character area type.   The following 
characteristics are associated with Mixed-Use Centers:

General Development Pattern Mixed Uses Street Pattern Grid

3.0 - 6.0 D.U./Acre (SF)

8.0 - 15.0 D.U/Acre (MF)

Non-Residential Intensity 0.5 - 2.0 FAR Street Connectivity High

Prevailing Building Height 2 - 4 stories Typical Street Cross Section Urban Condition

Open Space Elements
Community Parks / Public Spaces 

/ Stream Corridors

Residential Density Typical Street Spacing 600 -1500 ft.
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Identify data layers that will be included in the carrying
capacity analysis.  No development will be assigned in
these areas (e.g., lakes, wetlands, steep slope areas, or
recorded conservation easements).

Combine all data layers into one comprehensive
constraints layer using the “union command” in ESRI’s
ArcMap®.

Simplify the comprehensive constraints layer using the
“dissolve command” in ESRI’s ArcMap®.

Run an “overlap area” calculation in CommunityViz®

using the comprehensive constraints layer and the base
file (i.e., parcel, grid, etc.).  This will enumerate the
amount of constrained land on a feature in the base file
of the scenario planning model.

Areas deemed highly-constrained for development and a
site efficiency factor applied to parcels greater than 20
acres in size (to account for future on-site infrastructure)
should be used to enumerate build out potential for land
within the study area.

Data layers included in the highly-constrained areas
category will never receive growth in the scenario planning
model.  Therefore, it is recommend to remain conservative
when choosing data layers included in this category.

p r o j e c t  a t  a  g l a n c e

Values in the general development characteristics table are
traditionally referenced to the local comprehensive plan or
zoning and subdivision ordinances.  Values assigned to each
place type should be validated using high-resolution aerial
photography or building footprint data.  In many cases,
“minimum” or “maximum” allowable” values noted in local
plans and regulatory tools  should be replaced with
“average observed” conditions noted in the study area.
Small case studies of existing development representing
each place type in the study area (up to three each) are
recommended to validate the values included in the
general development characteristics table.

A general development characteristics table may include
different values for the same place type when one or more
political jurisdictions are represented in the study area.

Both place type and existing development status should be
coded in the base file for the scenario planning model.
Assignment of these values should be confirmed during the
calibration process using a high-resolution aerial or
windshield survey.   Increased accuracy in coding for these
two variables will improve both performance of the scenario
planning model and confidence in the results among
stakeholders in the planning process.

In some cases, validation of place type assignments in the
model may necessitate the creation of one or more new
place type categories to accurately reflect conditions
observed in the study area.

The land suitability map should be validated with key
stakeholders in the planning process.   Key issues to address
include:  the number of variables used in the model, the
quality of data used to represent each suitability factor, and
any edge effects not captured in the model.  The break
point for colors used in the legend should also be scrutinized.

The weight of land suitability factors (0 – 10) assigned in the
scenario planning model is variable, and can be adjusted to
establish the relative importance of each variable amongst
the entire list.  The assigned weightings should be reviewed
with key stakeholders during the calibration process to
validate the assumptions.  Many scenario planning models
decide to leave all weightings equal based on wide-spread
support for the initial results.  (Note:  A weight of ‘0’ in the
scenario planning model turns off the factor when
calculating a suitability score.)

Residential and non-residential growth allocated in the study
area should be compared with historical trends to validate
the allocation of new growth being assigned in the scenario
planning model.  Poor results may indicate a need for one or
more of the following:

Changes to the land suitability analysis that better
predict high growth areas in the study area; either by
adding or removing variables or changing the
weighting of existing variables.

Review coding for existing development status in the
base file and consider adding a condition for “under
developed” to capture any trends toward
redevelopment of existing neighborhoods or centers.

Verify growth forecasts for the study area; especially if
data was factored up or down for a subarea from the
original data set.

A business-as-usual growth scenario represents continuation
of adopted plans, programs, and policies administered in
the study area to accommodate growth and development
anticipated through the planning horizon(s).

Place types assigned to the base file and values maintained
in the generalized development look up table should reflect
currently adopted rules and regulations.  Key features of the
scenario should be described using text, table, map, and
other graphic formats.  Supporting graphics may include
hand renderings, computer images, or precedent photos.

Generation rates collected for the
study area should be used to measure
the impacts of competing
development scenarios.  Generation
rates should reflect local condit ions
and measurement standards.   When
local rates are not available, sample
rates deemed appropriate by MPO
staffmay be applied from similar areas.
Generation rates useful for a regional
scenario planning study may include:
potable water demand, sanitary sewer
demand, student generation rates,
and demand for new park land.

An inventory and analysis of supporting
infrastructure in the study area (i.e.,
existing conditions) provides a
benchmark for evaluating future year
development scenarios.   Infrastructure
assessments  useful for a regional
scenario planning study map include:
potable water, sanitary sewer,
education, and parks and recreation.
Data collected should include existing
demand and remaining capacity by
service area (if appropriate).

Population and employment forecasts
for the study area are used as direct
inputs in the scenario planning model.
The number of employment and
population categories (i.e., people,
non-residential square footage,
employees by category, or dwelling
units) and the number of horizon years
assumed for the scenario planning
model are flexible and should reflect
local conditions and needs.

The base file for a scenario planning
model sets the framework for
organizing data, measuring impacts,
and reporting results (e.g.  parcel file or
grid file).  Information tied to the base
file is used in subsequent calculations or
queries embedded in the model.
Information added to the base file may
include: development status (i.e.,
developed, underdeveloped, or
vacant), place type category, traffic
analysis zone, school attendance
boundary, drainage basin, political
jurisdiction, or critical watershed
designation.

A general development characteristics
table is used to identify and describe
different development patterns, types,
and intensities prevalent in the study
area.   General development
characteristics used to describe
development categories prevalent in
the study area may include:  site
efficiency factor, residential density,
non-residential intensity, prevailing
building height, and land use mix.  The
following planning documents or
regulatory tools are useful in
developing the general development
characteristics table: comprehensive
plan, zoning ordinance, subdivision
ordinance,  or other special studies
completed for the study area.

GIS data available for the study area
should be inventoried to identify
limitations (if any) for the scenario
planning model.  Several data layers
should be collected at the regional
level to eliminate “edge effects” in the
land suitability analysis (see below).

Land suitability analysis (LSA) should be runto identify those
locations most desirable for development based on known
physical features or policies unique to the study area.
Physical features in and immediately surrounding the study
area should be layered on the base file and calculations
performed to determine either percent overlap or proximity
of features to individual features.  A normalized score
(between 0 and 100) should be used to rank the parcels
from least to most suitable for development.  Factors in the
LSA could have a positive or negative effect on desirability
scores.

A build out potential analysis should be performed using the
results of the carrying capacity analysis and the height, bulk,
and density values included in the general development
characteristics table.  The full build out analysis should
estimate the number of dwelling units and non-residential
building square footage (i.e., commercial, office, and
industrial) that could be supported on a feature in the base
file; assuming any combination of place type category or
general development characteristics.

Growth anticipated for the study area through the planning
horizon should be distributed amongst developable features
in the base file using the “Allocation Tool Wizard” in
CommunityViz ®.  Growth in the region could be allocated
for one or more of the following categories: population,
dwelling units, commercial square footage, commercial
employees, office square footage, office employees,
industrial square footage, or industrial employees

Generate a list of suitability factors thought to influence
the “desirability” of one feature (i.e. parcel, grid, etc.) to
develop over all others in the study area.  This list should
be generated for local conditions with the help of real
estate reports & developers working in the study area.

Review data available for the study area and eliminate
suitability factors (if any) where data is not available.
Some data may need to be coded specifically for the
scenario planning model (e.g., major activity centers or
highly-congested intersections)

Run an “overlap area” or “proximity” calculation in
CommunityViz® for each suitability factor assumed for the
scenario planning model (see Land Suitability Wizard).

Weight the land suitability factors (0 – 10) in the scenario
planning model to establish relative importance amongst
the list.

Calculate the “build area” for each feature in the base
file by applying the site efficiency factor (by place type)
represented in the general development characteristics
table. Use the “get” command in CommunityViz® to link
the general development characteristics table (i.e., a
look up table) to the scenario planning model.

Write an equation in CommunityViz® using the “build
area” for each feature in the base file and the height,
bulk, and density values (by place type) represented in
the general development characteristics table.  Use the
“get” command in CommunityViz® to link the general
development characteristics table (i.e., a look up table)
to the scenario planning model.

Create one or more “assumptions” in CommunityViz®

that represent the amount of growth forecasted for
residential and non-residential categories.

Run “Allocator Wizard” in CommunityViz®.  Designate
source layers in the wizard as follows: build out potential
as supply, growth assumptions as demand, and land
suitability score as desirability.

Each suitability factor added to the list will diminish the
influence of all others represented in the scenario planning
model.  Therefore, it is recommended that the number of
suitability factors included in a model be limited to ten.

Data should be collected for an area larger than the study
area to eliminate “edge effects” in the land suitability
analysis.

Build out potential (supply) is calculated for each feature in
the base file using values for each place type assigned in
the general development characteristics table.  Build out
potential is not tied to a horizon year.

Growth allocation requires that each feature in the base file
have a land suitability score, which is used to direct growth
from the most to the least suitable features.

Growth allocation in CommunityViz® may be performed
using one of three statistical methods:  linear, straight
probability, or exponential probability. With linear growth,
features with the highest suitability score are filled to
capacity before other features receive growth.  With both
probability growth methods, a feature’s suitability score is re-
ranked relative to other features in the base file (only those
with remaining capacity) before assigning the next wave of
growth.  Both probability methods (i.e., straight or
exponential) generate random allocation patterns in the
study area, which are thought to better mimic conditions
observed in the market.  Both probability methods may
return different results each time allocation is run.

One or more alternative  development scenarios should be created for the study area to test the impacts of each with the scenario planning tools.  Each should be different enough to pose real alternative
choices for meeting regional goals and community values identified during the scenario planning study. All alternative growth scenarios should assume the same population and employment forecasts as
the business-as-usual growth scenario.  Examples of alternative growth scenarios may include : decentralized growth (i.e., sprawl development), multiple centers and corridors, and single compact
metropolitan centers.

Place types assigned to the base file and values maintained in the generalized development look up table should be different and reinforce the goals of each of the alternative growth scenarios.  Some
alternative growth scenarios may include additional place types not reflected in the business-as-usual growth scenario (e.g., transit- oriented development or neotraditional town centers).   Key features of
each scenario should be described using text, table, map, and other graphic formats.  Supporting graphics may include hand renderings, computer images, or precedent photos.

A narrative should summarize the scenario planning process and key findings from
the scenario planning initiative.  General headings for a chapter on scenario
planning in a document might include: introduction, what is scenario planning,
creating development scenarios, development scenario summaries,
development scenario trade-offs, preferred development scenario, and building
consensus.  Hand renderings, computer images, or precedent photos may be
used to supplement written descriptions.  Supporting chapters that summarize
how land is organized, used, and served by public facilities should be used as the
baseline for measuring the impacts associated with alternative future year
development scenarios.

Implementing the development themes and design
elements favored in the preferred development
scenario requires that adequate public facilities and
services be available concurrent with the timing of
development.   A summary of future year impacts on
surrounding infrastructure and a list of potential hurdles
that may be encountered for implementing the
preferred development scenario should be included in
the regional scenario planning study.

Development scenarios should be evaluated using criteria
developed from regional goals and community values
identified throughout the planning process.  General
categories for evaluation criteria may include:  land use (and
land consumption), housing, environment, public facilities
and services, transportation, education, and fiscal impacts.
One or more “measures of effectiveness (MOEs)” should be
prepared for each general evaluation criteria category.
MOEsrepresent equations in the scenario planning model.
Results may be reported for the study area as a whole, or a
subset of the study area using information coded in the base
file (e.g., traffic analysis zones , school attendance
boundaries, or utility service areas).

A summary matrix (the “report card”) is a very useful tool for
summarizing the results and comparing trade-offs between
competing scenarios.

Output from the scenario planning model should be
translated to socioeconomic data for the Memphis
Urban Area Regional Travel Demand Model using GIS-
DK scripts.  These scripts aggregate data in the scenario
planning model by traffic analysis zone and assign it trip
characteristics using community profiles assumed in the
travel demand model.  Results from the travel demand
model (a.k.a. measures of effectiveness) may be fed
back into the scenario planning model to study and
refine alternative development scenarios.
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